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Alfred Music, United States, 1999. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 307 x 231 mm. Language:
English . Brand New Book. This collection of 12 popular songs for the beginning band is correlated
to the BELWIN 21ST CENTURY BAND METHOD, Levels 1 and 2, but it can also be used with any other
recognized beginning band method. Each selection is presented in two ways: The SOLO
arrangement is written so that it can be played as a solo, OR unison (octaves) ensemble, OR full
unison band with piano accompaniment or CD accompaniment. The snare and bass drummers
play a rhythmical accompaniment part. The BAND arrangement uses the same rhythms and
melodic lines included in the solo arrangement, and, in most cases, even the dynamic levels for the
melody lines are the same. The Piano Accompaniment in this arrangement is not essential, as the
selections can be performed without it. The titles are in progressive order: Augie s Great Municipal
Band * Linus and Lucy * Eye of the Tiger * All I Want for Christmas Is My Two Front Teeth * Tequila *
Fun, Fun, Fun * The Rose * I m Walkin * Helena Polka * Sing, Sing, Sing * Star...
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Reviews
It in one of the most popular ebook. It usually fails to price an excessive amount of. Its been printed in an extremely basic way in fact it is merely right after i
finished reading through this book in which really altered me, change the way i believe.
-- Sig r id B r own
Absolutely one of the best pdf We have ever read. I really could comprehended every little thing using this written e book. I am easily could get a satisfaction
of reading a written publication.
-- Dr . O die Ha mill
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